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            This product is no longer available.

            But don't fret! Our star product, "Adaware Privacy", is here to guard your PC.
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        What's in Adaware 14

        More security for you and your family
       
        
            Adaware 14 Security safeguards your computer from online threats so you can focus on the things that matter to you — connecting with friends, checking email and watching videos. Adaware 14 Antivirus for Windows allows you to schedule daily scans, get real-time security, eliminate suspicious activities, amongst many other features to keep your Windows devices safe.
        
 
        
            
                
                
            
            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                            
                        
                    

                    
                        Computer Scan

                        The on-demand scanner offers users multiple options for Antivirus scanning. With Adaware Antivirus, you are sure to be protected against any malicious behaviour when your definition files are up to date.
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                        Control your Network safety with the Firewall feature.

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                            
                        
                    

                    
                        Real-time Protection

                        Real-Time Protection works in the background to protect your computer as you work or play, scanning files for potential malicious activities.

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                            
                        
                    

                    
                        Web Protection

                        Automatically block dangerous websites and online threats that can put your computer at risk.

                    

                

            

        
    
    






                
        The best privacy tool for you

        
            You're more secure when you go online, thanks to Adaware 14 solutions. We help you protect your computer and identity, in addition to your finances and reputation.
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                        Use Adaware 14 VPN feature to make your online experience safer and more private.
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                        Keep your email safe. Monitor your email and find if breaches have been found.

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                            
                        
                    

                    
                        Password Hack

                        The best way to protect yourself is to track your password, remain up-to-date on breaches with our Password hacking tool.
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                        Block hackers from listening to your conversations.
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                        Block hackers from watching you.

                    

                

            

            
                
                
            
        
    
    






                
        Optimize the performance of your PC

        
            Our PC Performance features will make your PC work like new again. They are designed to remove unnecessary files, including temporary internet data, system junk files and other unnecessary stuff. Adaware 14’s powerful scan engine ensures that all your personal data stays in safe hands.
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                        Clean your unwanted files and confidential data.

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                            
                        
                    

                    
                        Windows repair

                        Analyze, repair your PC by making sure your Windows is working correctly.
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                        Benefit from a consistently clean PC at the peak of its performance. Out tool will delete all your duplicate files that slows down your computer.

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                            
                        
                    

                    
                        Manage Startup

                        Configure your Windows startup apps and improve your applications performance.

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                            
                        
                    

                    
                        Advanced Scan

                        Benefit from all our advanced scans. You can customize any type of scan allowing to select exactly what you need.
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